
Safe Conduct Training 
Creating a Basic Framework for Training 



Let the flame of  

the Spirit be with 

us as we open our 

hearts and minds 

to this work. 



Let’s pray 
Gracious and Holy God, 

As your light illumines our lives,  

let us be a light for others. 

In times of  confusion, let us seek clarity. 

In times of  trial, let us seek justice. 

In times of  challenge, let us seek mercy. 

In all times, let us guard and tend to your children and to 
the most vulnerable among us. 

Amen 



Let’s Make a Plan 



To begin 
There are a few questions to answer: 

  Who will be invited/required to attend? 

  Who will offer the training? 

  When will it be held? How often? 

  Will online training be used for absentees or 
“distance learners”? 

  Can you think of  others? 

 



Training Plan 
  2 hours is optimal. 

  Hospitality and a warm, inviting environment are 
key. 

  Have plenty of  water, pens, paper and other 
supplies available, photocopies of  your policy, etc. 

  A pastoral presence is important. 

  Support trainers and training prior to, through the 
event and following the event. 



Training Plan  
 Content Overview 

  Build on a Biblical base and the core values of  your 

faith community as you begin. 

  Review the goals for this training. 

  Content: Review the framework for the 2 hour 

session with the group. 

 



Content Includes 
  Introductions and Opening Reflection 

  Covenant and Expectations 

  Review of  Goals 

  Definitions 

  Review Community Culture through Reasonable 
Expectations 

  Policy Stipulations Section and Reasonable 
Accommodations 



Content Continued 
  General Information regarding risk, predatory and 

grooming behaviors, social media guidelines, etc. 

  Make time for Q&A 

  Supply resources for reference and review 

  Close as you opened, in prayer 



Introductions 
  Who is present? 

  Why are we here? 

  What do we hope to accomplish? 

  How will we proceed together? 



Opening  
  Scripture and / or prayer 

  Reflective moment 

  Conversation following reflection 

  Allow 15-20 minutes for introductions and opening 



Opening Example 
Define Sanctuary 

 

In what way(s) is the church 

sanctuary for me? 

 

For others? 



Review a Checklist 
  Many resources provide a variety of  checklists or 

inventories to enable participants to do a self-
assessment.  



Use our Sacred Stories 
  Invite small groups to spend 10 minutes and: 
 

>Share a story from scripture that portrays a time when 
someone’s safety was in jeopardy. 

1.  What was the situation? 
(Physical, spiritual, emotional safety) 

2.  How was it resolved? 
(What actions/reactions/engagement were required) 

 
3.  Who helped resolve it? 

(Who took responsibility, spoke truth, challenged authority 
etc.) 

 
 

 
 



Covenant 
  We are a covenant people   (name a few) 

  Benefits: 

Sets the tone  

Names expectations 

May offer insight or reminders during interactive 
moments 

Models review of  healthy guidelines 



Review Policy  
Highlights/Updates 

Where does one find the following in your policy? 

 Screening and Selection  

 Training  

  Interaction Guidelines (safe practices) 

 Monitoring and Supervision 

 Environmental Controls 

 Feedback and Reporting 



What is Abuse? 
Definitions and Indicators- Where is this information 
found?   

Small group work may include: 

  A review of  definitions and conversation about the 
general consequences of  abuse 

  A discussion of  power and abuse and the contexts or 
situations where an inherent imbalance of  power is 
present 

  Small group dialogue identifying types of  abuse, 
indicators, potential affects and impact, etc. 



Red Flags 
  Define the term red flag 

  Remind participants that we may witness signs, 
patterns of  behavior that indicate something is not 
right 

  Response to and awareness of  red flags is directly 
related to the amount and type of  training and level 
of  confidence each leader has in relational settings 

 Fact-87% of  abuse is NOT witnessed but indicated 
by these signs and changes known as red flags 



Review Grooming Behaviors 
  Molesters need: 

 Access 

 Privacy  
 Control 

In this work we “open” windows of  transparency and 
“close” windows of  vulnerability  

(Minimize and mitigate) 



Review Predatory Behaviors 
Who are the likely offenders? 

 Use an information sheet and review 

 Use YouTube videos and review or discuss 

 Use news clippings, headlines, etc. 

 Use any of  several resources from agencies such 
as: 

Presidium, Safe Sanctuaries, Reducing the Risk, etc. 



Adrift in the “C”s 
  Comfortable: Thoughtful about environment, planning 

etc. 

  Comprehensive:  Build a Knowledge and Awareness 
Base 

  Creative: A serious topic doesn’t have to be “heavy” 

  Contextual: Share examples from your setting as often 
as possible 

  Cultural: Remember to do this respecting your 
congregational culture 

  Consequences: Uncomfortable but important concept 



Other Training Basics 
  Review and discuss case studies or scenarios using 

your church’s policy 

  Review or provide state government websites  

  Your policy’s stipulation for reporting or support in 

event of  an allegation or red flag (or series of) 

  Plan to Empower and Inform Children, Youth and 

Family 



Empower Children 
  Use and create covenants (Rights of  the child) 

  Teach Stop-Tell-Go strategies using variety of  tools and 
resources 

  Use curriculum resources with basic healthy values such 
as tolerance, respect, affirmation, acceptance, etc. 

  Incorporate strategies that address bullying behaviors – 
employ logical consequences 

  Incorporate strategies that create safe environments at 
all times, especially during less structured activites or 
transitions. 



Empower Children 
  Respectful discipline policies 

  Engage and encourage leadership during drills and 
other learning opportunities 

  Name the safe partners available for this work: 
teachers, mentors, parents, pastors and other safe 
adults 



Empower Youth 
  Potential for peer to peer abuse is minimized.   

  Screen, train and monitor. 

  Praise, celebrate and affirm healthy behaviors and 
decisions.   



Empower Youth 
  Grounded in healthy boundaries, youth are charged 

with using their own agency to actively partner in 
this work 

  Describing healthy boundaries helps proscribe 
clear expectations 

  Healthy boundaries and clear expectations shift 
imbalance of  power in certain settings 

  Youth deepen their own capacity for healthy 
leadership and communal safe behaviors 



Empower Parents 
  Provide information sessions, open or modify 

training for parents 

  Provide printed or online sources for information 
and resources 

  Review your congregation’s procedures and make 
policy documents available widely 

  Review and update your discipline policy and 
permission documents as needed 



Wrap Up 
  Time for Q&A 

  Review Key Aspects 

  Remind leaders of  location and availability of  
additional resources 

  Make trainers available for follow up 

  Pray, praise and engage as a team! 


